
Heuristis for Sienti� Disovery:The Legay of Herbert SimonPat LangleyInstitute for the Study of Learning and Expertise2164 Staunton Court, Palo Alto, CA 94306IntrodutionI had the good fortune to interat with Herb Simon on a regular basis between 1975 and 1984,initially as a graduate student in the psyhology department at Carnegie Mellon Universityand later as a ollaborator in extensions to my dissertation researh. During the latterperiod, we were joined by Gary Bradshaw, another Carnegie Mellon PhD student, and Jan_Zytkow, a visiting researher with bakground in the philosophy of siene.My presene at CMU was not aidental, as I had ome there spei�ally to work withHerb Simon. During my undergraduate days at Texas Christian University, I had an odd,reurring experiene. For every topi that drew my interest { human ognition, arti�ialintelligene, philosophy of siene, eonometri models { it seemed that Simon had publishedone or more seminal papers, and I deided that I needed to study with this many-faetedsientist. Of ourse, after arriving in Pittsburgh, I learned that I had seen only the tip ofthe ieberg, sine he had ontributed signi�antly to other �elds as well.Clearly, Herb Simon was fasinated by many phenomena, but in this essay I will fous ononly two of them. One onerns the heuristi nature of human deision making and problemsolving. Heuristis are rules of thumb that let one simplify a deision task or problem tomake it more tratable. Their use typially does not guarantee that one will �nd the optimalsolution, or even any solution at all, but they an make pratial the ahievement of manytasks that would otherwise fall beyond the reah of human memory and ognition.On another front, Herb Simon was intrigued with siene itself as an instane of omplexognitive ativity. He showed a speial interest in the reative aspets of siene that lead tothe disovery of laws, the formation of explanatory theories, and the design of experiments.He was ommitted to moving beyond vague aounts of disovery proesses to haraterizethem in terms of ognitive mehanisms. Naturally, the notion of heuristis �gured entrallyin his work on sienti� disovery, as it did in his studies of problem solving and other aspetsof human thought (e.g., Newell & Simon, 1972).Thus, it seems appropriate to review Herb Simon's areer in terms of his personal heuristisfor sienti� researh, both beause it will illuminate many aspets of his sienti� style andbeause it may hold useful ideas that others an inorporate into their own work.1 Moreover,it makes sense to illustrate these rules of thumb with examples taken from Simon's work ondisovery proesses. Fortunately, I was in a good position to ollet these examples, sineour ollaborations over the years entered on just this topi.1. For Simon's own thoughts about his researh heuristis, see the afterword, \The Sientist as ProblemSolver", in Simon (1991, pp. 368-387).



Heuristis for Disovery Page 2Be AudaiousHerb Simon was audaious in that he was willing to takle imposing problems whih othershad been relutant to fae or even admit might be solvable. Not only did this heuristiinrease his hanes of making large-sale advanes, but it took him regularly into moreinteresting, less explored territories than other researhers. One early problem, whih hepursued well before my time, foused on building the �rst omputer to prove theorems inlogi and, arguably, the �rst to emulate human thought proesses (Newell & Simon, 1956).A seond important pursuit, whih I was luky enough to partly witness, involved unov-ering the ognitive and omputational mehanisms that support the proesses of sienti�disovery. In 1966, Herb Simon published a hapter, \Sienti� Disovery and the Psyhol-ogy of Problem Solving", in whih he had the audaity to suggest that one ould explainand model sienti� disovery, whih often involved some reative insight, in terms of nor-mal ognitive proesses, using the same mehanisms that underlie everyday human problemsolving and deision making.We an only understand the radial nature of this laim by reviewing the intelletuallimate of the time. Philosophers of siene were foused almost entirely on the logi ofveri�ation, by whih one evaluates models and theories in terms of evidene. Indeed, someprominent philosophers like Popper (1961) rejeted even the possibility of a logi of disov-ery. In other irles, there was a general air of mystiism about sienti� disovery, whihsupposedly relied on unfathomable intuitions or reative sparks. Herb Simon's position stoodin stark ontrast to these neovitalists, and his radial hapter set both the agenda and thetone for researh on ognitive and omputational studies of sienti� disovery for the next35 years. Challenging problems of this sort do not fall to a single blow of trumpets, howeverpiering, but we will see later that Simon responded to the omplexity of siene by drawingon additional heuristis.However, I should note the ontrast between Herb Simon's audaity as a sientist andhis humility as an individual. Meetings in his Baker Hall oÆe, despite the books lining itswalls, the papers staked on its tables, and the expressions on its slate blakboard, felt lesslike visiting an aademi's oÆe than oming to the living room in the house of an older,valued friend. Herb sat in an easy hair, with no intervening desk, and he treated even theleast experiened student as a olleague. He was always interested in your ideas and, thoughhe might disagree with you, he never seemed to judge. As a result, the physial spaethat he engendered was friendly but fully professional, hallenging but always respetful,and omforting but genuinely reative. Despite his many sienti� breakthroughs, Herbmaintained that he was nothing speial, just a normal human engaging in everyday problemsolving, and he reeted that attitude in his style of interation. I ount my visits to HerbSimon's oÆe, and my meetings with him and olleagues there, as the most memorable,enjoyable, and important times of my life.



Heuristis for Disovery Page 3Ignore Disipline BoundariesAnother heuristi that Herb Simon applied repeatedly was to ignore traditional boundariesbetween disiplines. For any given researh problem, he beame familiar with the work donein every relevant �eld and inorporated the best ideas from eah one into his own approah tothe task. This strategy provided him not only with a rih soure of metaphors and methods;it also imposed onstraints that narrowed his searh for a solution.In his researh on sienti� disovery, Herb Simon borrowed onepts from a variety ofdisiplines. Naturally, he took advantage of his earlier ideas, and those of his ollaborators,on the nature of human problem solving, espeially the notion that this ativity involvesonstrained searh through a problem spae. He also inorporated tehniques from arti�ialintelligene, many of whih he o-developed, to implement the searh metaphor in runningomputer programs. In addition, he read widely in the philosophy of siene, borrowingideas about what onstitutes a legitimate theory, and in the history of siene, from whihhe olleted phenomena to explain with his omputational models.During our researh meetings on sienti� disovery, Herb frequently suggested papers orbooks that were relevant to our urrent disussion. These might ome from the literatureson ognitive psyhology, arti�ial intelligene, philosophy, or history, and we ould neverpredit in advane from whih disipline he would draw. Herb Simon had an inrediblydense semanti network that indexed ideas not by their �eld of origin, but rather by theirrelevane to problems that interested him. Of ourse, we were able to read only a frationof the items that he suggested, as we found it diÆult to math his pae and sope.Moreover, Herb Simon's Renaissane sholarship was bidiretional, in that he made hisresearh results aessible to members of the ommunities on whose earlier ideas he built.Thus, he published his ontributions on sienti� disovery in the literature on ognitivesiene (e.g., Qin & Simon, 1990), arti�ial intelligene (e.g., Vald�es-P�erez, _Zytkow, & Simon,1993), and philosophy of siene (e.g., Simon, Langley, & Bradshaw, 1981), and he kept intouh with historians whose analyses he had used. He also authored works designed to makeontat simultaneously with all of these ommunities (e.g., Langley, Simon, Bradshaw, &_Zytkow, 1987). In eah �eld, Simon's papers gradually onvined many that disovery wasa topi suitable for sienti� study, and his work gained a respetable following therein.Use a Seret WeaponA third heuristi that appeared in Herb Simon's researh was his repeated use of \seretweapons" { methods and metaphors that he had mastered but that were not yet widelyavailable to the broader ommunity. These intelletual tools let him solve problems morerapidly, and with less e�ort, than most other sientists, and their use aounts, at leastpartly, for his great researh produtivity. Herb Simon was quite aware of this strategy, andI have borrowed the epigram \use a seret weapon" diretly from his advie to students.



Heuristis for Disovery Page 4In his researh on sienti� disovery, Simon drew repeatedly on two frameworks that hadbeen developed at Carnegie Mellon to model ognitive proesses in humans. The �rst wasthe idea, mentioned earlier, that problem solving involves heuristi searh through a problemspae. Adopting this view requires one to speify the initial state, operators for generatingnew states, heuristis for seleting among alternatives, and some halting riterion. Theseond innovation onerned the use of prodution systems to model ognition. A produtionsystem onsists of a long-term memory, stated as a set of ondition-ation rules, and a short-term memory that ontains a set of goals or beliefs. On eah yle, the system mathesthe onditions of eah rule against the ontents of short-term memory, selets one or moremathing rules, and exeutes their ations, whih hange these ontents.Both frameworks suggested mehanisms that we used in our models of sienti� disovery,but they also supplied onstraints on the systems we developed. They onstituted seretweapons beause they provided powerful metaphors, along with assoiated omputationaltehniques, that had not yet been adopted by the researh ommunities in either ognitivepsyhology or arti�ial intelligene, although Simon and his olleagues had been using bothfor some time. Ironially, Herb's seret weapons were never truly seret, in that he waswilling to share his metaphors and methods with whoever was willing to adopt them. Overthe years, he did muh to popularize the notions of problem spae searh and produtionsystems aross di�erent researh ommunities, both in his papers and in his talks, and bothin the ontext of spei� models and in more general terms.Balane Theory and DataYet another aspet of Herb Simon's researh that we an haraterize as a heuristi was hisbalane between theory and data. He realized that sienti� models must explain observa-tions, as this is a major riterion by whih one judges their suess. But he also understoodthe need for these models to remain onneted with existing knowledge that had previouslyexplained other, equally important, phenomena. When onstruting models of ognition, heutilized e�etively the onstraints imposed by both data and knowledge to guide his e�orts.Herb Simon's work on omputational models of sienti� disovery exhibited this balanebetween theory and data. In this ase, the phenomena involved episodes from the historyof siene, ranging from the disovery of desriptive relations, suh as Kepler's third law ofplanetary motion and the hemial behavior of aids and alkalis, to the formation of explana-tory models, suh as strutural models of hemial ompounds and biohemial pathways inorganisms. These were important events that should be handled by any omplete aount ofthe sient� proess. At the same time, suh an aount should be onstrained by establishedknowledge about human ognition, inluding the heuristi nature of problem solving, andonnet to useful theoretial formalisms, suh as prodution systems.However, although Simon always operated within a lear theoretial framework, he waswilling to expand upon and revise it when the need arose. For example, many ideas from



Heuristis for Disovery Page 5our early work on the disovery of numeri equations (like Kepler's law) proved transferrableto modeling the onstrution of qualitative laws (like those about aids and alkalis), butthey were less relevant to modeling the formation of strutural or proess models (like themoleular model of water). In this ase, he introdued new state representations and newoperators to handle the novel aspets of these problems, though the models were still astwithin the broader frameworks of heuristi searh and prodution systems, whih were stillonsistent with these disovery phenomena.Satis�eOne of Herb Simon's entral ontributions, made well before he delved into either ognitivesimulation or arti�ial intelligene, was the observation that humans seldom �nd optimalsolutions to the problems that onfront them. Rather, they satis�e by �nding solutionsthat are good enough for their purposes but that they an obtain with the limited og-nitive resoures they have available. Although developed originally to explain aspets ofhuman deision making, Simon and his olleagues also applied this idea pro�tably to theirdevelopment of arti�ial ognitive systems.However, Herb Simon treated the notion of satis�ing as more than a useful theoretialonstrut; he also invoked it regularly as a heuristi in his own researh. Our initial work onsienti� disovery addressed a number of hallenging problems, but we also idealized thesetasks enough to make them tratable. For instane, we quite onsiously foused on episodesfrom the early history of siene, where relatively simple and general methods had suÆed tomake important disoveries. Moreover, we deliberately ignored issues of problem formulation,variable seletion, design of measuring instruments, and other aspets of sienti� reasoning.These idealizations were a soure of ontinuing ritiism of our disovery work for manyyears, but Herb's response reeted his approah to researh. He pointed out that sieneoperates in inremental steps, not by produing ompleted theories that emerge fully grownfrom the sientist's brow. Our work, he laimed, onstituted progress in that it providedpartial omputational aounts of sienti� phenomena where none had existed before. Nev-ertheless, he also aknowledged the limits of our idealizations and the need for additionalresearh on this important topi.On a related note, I have always been something of a perfetionist, whih has often ledme to take longer in �nishing papers than might be desirable. One of Herb's favorite lineswas \Anything worth doing is worth doing badly", whih he used to enourage me and, Isuspet, many others. It took me years to realize that he meant this as more than justpratial advie, and that it followed diretly from the theory of satis�ing and boundedrationality that was the ornerstone of his intelletual areer. However, to my knowledge,Herb Simon never wrote a bad paper in his long and produtive life. But then many of ushave long suspeted that his rationality was somewhat less bounded than our own.



Heuristis for Disovery Page 6PersevereThe gradual nature of siene means that major advanes seldom our overnight. For thisreason, Herb Simon ombined his satis�ing strategy with another, omplementary, one.His researh program involved persevering over extended periods of time, letting him buildinrementally on his previous results and extend his models to over ever more phenomena.He was realisti about the time and energy that true progress in siene demands, even whentaking advantage of his other heuristis, and he was willing to devote the e�ort required.Herb Simon's researh on omputational models of sienti� disovery provides a learexample of suh perseverane. Not even ounting his early essays on the topi, he workedsteadily in this area for well over 20 years. Most of this researh involved ollaboration withothers, but none exept Herb had the sheer staying power to ontinue working atively onthe topi throughout this period. The result was a substantial body of results on the natureof sienti� disovery, ast in ognitive and omputational terms that made lear ontatwith other knowledge about human behavior.Moreover, Herb Simon and his olleagues inorporated the notion of perseverane in re-searh to their work on the sienti� proess itself. Our early e�orts had foused on isolateddisoveries from the history of siene, despite the lear evidene that researh often involvesa lengthy sequene of interonneted steps. Later, in joint work with Deepak Kulkarni,Simon developed a omputational model of extended episodes in siene, suh as Krebs'disovery of the urea yle. Their aount (Kulkarni & Simon, 1988) ombined heuristis fordesigning experiments, formulating qualitative relations, and speifying new problems basedon surprising results, all of whih are evident in Simon's own areer.One additional bene�t of perseverane, less obvious at �rst glane, is the aumulationof knowledge in the form of domain-spei� hunks. This knowledge not only makes theresearh proess itself more e�etive, but an aid in the ommuniation of results. HerbSimon told a story about sitting down to write a paper and, with little e�ort, ompleting theintrodutory paragraph. But then he notied the text seemed very familiar. He turned to his�ling abinets and, after some searh, unovered another paper, written over a deade earlier,with nearly the same introdution, word for word. We all aquire hunks from experienebut, as usual, Herb did things in a bigger way than most of us.A Researh ChallengeAlthough Herb Simon is no longer with us, he would ertainly have wanted us to arry onthe researh program he started so many years ago. And despite his many ahievements, hewould aknowledge that our understanding of sienti� disovery remains inomplete, andthat we should ontinue to study this diverse ativity and extend our omputational modelsof its operation. In our e�orts, we should take advantage of the heuristis he utilized in hisown researh areer, along with any others that aid us in addressing this omplex task.



Heuristis for Disovery Page 7In this ontext, I will suggest a researh problem that would streth our abilities and shedfurther light on the nature of siene. I propose that we develop a omputational model forthe behavior of a sientist who, over the ourse of his areer:� formulated the notion of satis�ing in human deision making;� o-invented list proessing and heuristi searh on omputers;� o-developed omputational theories of human memory and problem solving;� used these theories to model sienti� disovery and other key phenomena; and� fostered a new �eld, ognitive siene, that knows no disipline boundaries.We have already seen some of this sientist's strategies, and we have detailed reords of hismany aomplishments. The task of modeling his wide-ranging behavior seems hallenging,but that would not have daunted Herb Simon, and, armed with the legay of his heuristis,we know how to proeed.ReferenesKulkarni, D., & Simon, H. A. (1988). The proesses of sienti� disovery: The strategy ofexperimentation. Cognitive Siene, 12 , 139{176.Langley, P., Simon, H. A., Bradshaw, G. L., & _Zytkow, J. M. (1987). Sienti� disovery:Computational explorations of the reative proesses. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.Newell, A., & Simon, H. A. (1956). The logi theory mahine. IRE Transations on Infor-mation Theory , IT-2 , 61{79.Newell, A., & Simon, H. A. (1972). Human problem solving . Englewood Cli�s, NJ: Prentie-Hall, In.Popper, K. R. (1961). The logi of sienti� disovery . New York: Siene Editions.Qin, Y., & Simon, H. A. (1990). Laboratory repliation of sienti� disovery proesses.Cognitive Siene, 14 , 281{312.Simon, H. A. (1966). Sienti� disovery and the psyhology of problem solving. In R. G.Colodny (Ed.), Mind and osmos: Essays in ontemporary siene and philosophy (pp.22{40). Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press.Simon, H. A. (1991). Models of my life. New York: Basi Books.Simon, H. A., Langley, P., & Bradshaw, G. (1981). Sienti� disovery as problem solving.Synthese, 47 , 1{27.Vald�es-P�erez, R., _Zytkow, J. M., & Simon, H. A. (1993). Sienti� model-building as searhin matrix spaes. Proeedings of the Eleventh National Conferene on Arti�ial Intelligene(pp. 472{478). Menlo Park, CA: AAAI Press.


